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1. Introduction. Let k and « be integers such that 0<k^n, and

let C* and 77j be respectively the ¿-dimensional measures of Carathéo-

dory and Hausdorff over Euclidean »-space En. It is already known

that C\(A) ^.Hn(A) whenever A QEn, and that equality holds when-

ever k = l [l, p. 425J,1 or k = n (by a slight modification of the

proof of Sard [4]). The present paper2 gives the construction (4.4,

4.7) of a set A'QE3 such that

(1) 0 <cl(A') < hI(A') < oo.

It is further proved that

2               j            x(l + 31'2)    2
C3(A) g H3(A) = —-C3(A)   whenever   A ÇZ E3.

This result suggests the definition of an equivalence relation (2.1)

between measures. This relation had been previously mentioned,

without further comment, by Hausdorff [3, p. 158]. It is shown

(5.6) that this equivalence relation holds between C*, 77*, and cer-

tain other ¿-dimensional measures which are derived by a certain

prescribed limiting process (3.2) from functions defined only on cer-

tain convex subsets of En. This result enables certain proofs by

Fédérer [2] concerning the structure of sets of finite 77* measure to

be extended to these other measures.

2. Definitions and preliminaries.

2.1. Definition. <pi is congruous to <p2 if and only if <pi and (p2 are

measures over the same set E, and there exist finite positive numbers

Tii, K2 such that

Ki(bi(A) < (b2(A) ̂  Ki4>i(A)   whenever   A ÇZ E.

2.2. Remark. Congruity is an equivalence relation.

Presented to the Society, April 30, 1949, under the title The two-dimensional

measures of Carathêodory and Hausdorff; received by the editors November 28, 1949

and, in revised form, July 17, 1950.

1 Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper.

2 Another set, constructed by G. Freilich (in publication) at about the same time,

was proved by quite different methods to satisfy inequalities similar to (1). No ex-

amples were previously known showing Cn^H^, and in fact Fédérer has shown

[2, p. 148] the measures agree on ¿-rectifiable sets.
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2.3. Remark. If 4>i is congruous to <j>2, then sets of measure zero

coincide under the two measures.

3. Gauges and generated measures. The measures considered in

this paper can all be obtained by applying the same limiting process

to various non-negative functions which are defined only on certain

subsets of En. This general procedure for obtaining a measure is due

to Carathéodory [l]. This is formalized below, since the results of

this paper are obtained by constructions utilizing properties of the

gauges.

3.1. Definition. Given a metric space £,/is a gauge over E if and

only if / is such a function that

domain / Ç E [B ÇZ E]    and range   f Q E [0 = t = oo ].
B t

3.2. Definition. Given a gauge/over a metric space E, F is gen-

erated by/ if and only if F is the function defined on

E [A C E]
A    L J

such that F(A) is the limit as r approaches zero of the infimum of

sums of the form

Íf(Bj)

where Bi, B2, • • ■ are such members of domain / that A^Ki^i Bj

and diameter £J=r for 7 = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

3.3. Theorem. If f is a gauge over a metric space, E and F is gen-

erated by f, then F is a measure over E and closed sets are F measurable.

3.4. Theorem. Iff is a gauge over a metric space E, domain f is some

subset of the set of Borel sets of E, and F is generated by f, then every

AÇLE is contained in a Borel set of equal F measure.

3.5. Definition. h\ is the gauge defined on the set of all compact

convex sets BQEn by the formula

hl(B) - b(k)[diameter (B)]"

where b(k) is the Lebesgue measure of a sphere of diameter 1 in Ek.

3.6. Definition. c„ is the gauge defined on the set of all compact

convex sets BEEn by the formula

¿(B) = sup (l\t(B)))
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where Lk is ¿-dimensional Lebesgue measure over è-dimensional

planes of E„, and the supremum is taken over the set of all per-

pendicular projections w of En onto ¿-dimensional planes in En.

3.7. Definitions. Hausdorff measure: 77j is generated by Â*.

Carathéodory measure: C„ is generated by c*.

4. 2-dimensional measures over E3.

4.1. Lemma. For any compact convex set BEE3 and any e>0,

there exist compact convex sets B\, ■ • ■ , Br such that

A      2 T(l+ 31/2)     2

(2) B Ç U Bj   and     23 *»(5/) = —-i ct(B) + e.
i-i )=i 2

Proof. Let D= diameter (5). If 7J» = 0, take r = l, Pi=P; thus

Ajj(Pi) =c|(7i) =0, hence (2) holds. Thus we may assume D>0.

Choose a, bEB such that | a — b\ =D. Let Pi be a plane perpendicular

to the line joining a and b. Let / be the perpendicular projection

function of E3 onto Pi. Let C=f(B).

If diameter (C) =0, then B consists of the line segment of length

D joining a to b. Then choose an integer r>7re7>2/4, and choose r

closed subsegments B¡ of length D/r covering B, giving

'     2 rir(D/r)2       tD2
23 hs(Bj) =   7    - — < %
i-i 4 4r

hence (2) holds.

If 0<7r = diameter (C), then choose points x, yEC such that

|x — y | =7<\ Let P2 be the plane which is projected by / onto the

line passing through x and y. Choose u, vEB such that/(«)=x,

f(v) =y. Then let Q be the set obtained by projecting the union of the

triangles (a, u, b) and (a, v, b) perpendicularly into P2. Then L2(Q)

= DK/2, but since the triangles are subsets of B, we have c\(B)

= DK/2.
Case I. If 0<(l + 31/2)i£<7>, then let r be the positive integer such

that (r— l)K = D<rK. Since B is contained in a cylinder of cross-

section C and altitude D, choose compact convex subcylinders

Pi, P2, • • ■ , Br, each of altitude K, which cover P. Then for each

j, hl(Bj)^(ir(2xi2K)2)/A: = TrK2/2. Hence

'     2 rvK2
23 h3(Bj) = —-
¿=1 2

but since rK = D + K<(l + l/(l+31l2))D = ((l+31"l)D)/2, we have
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'     ,            t£(1 + 3l'2)D     t(1 + 31'2)   2

£ h(Bj) 5¡ —LZ-L. < A_^-i CI(B).

Case IL If (l + 3'/2)7:è7J>>0, then let r = l, Bi = B, and Aî(50
= (x7?2)/4g(7r7»¿:(l + 31'2))/4^(l+31/2)(7r/2)c3(5), hence (2) holds.

4.2. Theorem. If A QE3, then

t               ,            x(l + 31'2)    j
C3(A) £ H,(A) = —--C3(A).

Proof. The left-hand inequality is a previously known immediate

consequence of the isodiametric inequality, and the right-hand in-

equality follows immediately from 3.2, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 4.1.

4.3. Theorem. If 0g,k^n, Q^i^m, AQEn, 0<M, and f is a

function mapping A into Em satisfying the condition  |/(x) —f(y) \

^ M| x-y\ m whenever x, yEA, then H„(A) ^ (b(k)/M^i^Hl (range
f).

Proof. Given any sequence 73i, B2, ■ ■ • as in 3.2, then the sequence

Ci, C2, • ■ • such that C¡ is the closure of the convex hull of f(B,)

satisfies range/ÇlUjl! C¡, diameter C¡<Mrkli for all j, and

hi(C,) = b(i) [diameter (Cj)]' = b(i)(M[(diameter (5))*"])'

M%i) .»
< hn(Bj),
- b(k)

hence the conclusion follows by summation over j and passage to the

limit.

4.4. Definition. Let A' be the set of all those points of E3 whose

three coordinates are between 0 and 1 and have an octal expansion

in which only the digits 0, 1, 2, 3 occur.

4.5. Theorem. 0<H¡(A') < + °o.

Proof. Let G be the set of all numbers of the form

(3) ¿«í-8-S
»=i

a¿ = 0, 1, 2, or 3 for i=l, 2, 3, 4, • • • . Since the digit 7 is excluded,

every point of G has a unique representation in the form (3).

Let / be the function on G onto the closed unit interval such that

(00 \ 00

2>-8-;)= £ov4-\
»=i /      <=i
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Then if u, vEG and u>v, let

u = 23 «i-S-*,        v = 23 6»• 8_i,       w = inf E [a{ > b{\;
¿=1 i=l »

then

00 00

« - » - Z («< - *<)'8_i = («- - 0-8-" -  23   3-8-
i=l »—m+1

> 8— - (3/7)-8-m = (4/7)-8—*,
oo co

/(«) - /(») - 23 (a< - »i)-*-1 = (a- - W-4— +  23    3-4-
i=l t—m+l

5s  3.4-m _J_  A.-m —  4.4-m_

Thus

I /(*) - /(») I = (14)2'81 « - r |2/3    for all «,jÇG.

Let g be the function on A' onto the unit cube J in £3 such that

g(x) = (/(xi), f(xi), f(x3)) for all x = (xu x2, x3) G A'.

Then g satisfies the Lipschitz condition

I g(x) - g(y) I Ú 142'31 x - y |2'3   for all x, y E A',

and since, by [4], H\(J) = \, we conclude from 4.3 that H\(A')>Q.

To obtain the other inequality, for each r>0, choose m so that

8~m31/2<r and note that A' is contained in the 64™ cubes B¡ with side

length 8_m, corresponding to the 64"l = 43m admissible combinations of

the first m digits of the coordinates. Each of these cubes has diameter

8-m31/2<r, and

23 h(Bj) £ -i-i-64- = 3tt/4,
f-i 4

hence 77f(,4') = 3tt/4 < 00.

4.6. Lemma. If A * is a closed subset of A', and A is the convex hull

of A *, then

cl(A) = (l-2-lO~10)hl(A).

Proof. Assume A has positive diameter D. Let P be any plane and

let it be the perpendicular projection function of E3 onto P. Let 7r(4)
= P.

We wish to show that
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■n-D2

(4) L2(B) ^--(1 - 2 10-10).
4

Let Z be the boundary of B in P. Then Z is connected. Since A /^in-

verse tv(x) is a line segment for each xEZ, the set S = .4 P\in verse

7r(Z) is a continuum. Choose a, 6G-S such that \a — b\ >31/27>/2.

(If no such points exist, (4) is obviously satisfied.) Then choose i so

that |a< — bi\ ^ |a,- —6,-| for/=l, 2, 3, where a¡ is thejth coordinate

of a. Then \a — b\ =31/2|a, —¿>,|, hence

i       1 / 1 \       1

1 2 \ 31'2/       2

For the above choice of i, let m be the least integer such that there

exist points x, y<ES for which 3-8_",/2 = x¿ —y,-. Then |a< — o¿|

<3-8-(m_1)/2, hence 7)/24<8_m. Fix x, y satisfying the above condi-

tion. If the (w+l)th digit in the octal expansion of y i is 0, 1, 2, or 3,

let K be the set of all points z such that the first m digits of the

octal expansion of z¿ agree with those of y,- and the (»z+l)th digit

of the octal expansion of z,- is 4, 5, 6, or 7. If the (m+l)th digit of the

octal expansion of y is 4, 5, 6, or 7, let K be the set of all points z

such that the first m digits of the octal expansion of z¿ agree with those

of (yi+8_m) and the (m + l)th digit of z¿ is 4, 5, 6, or 7. In either

case, K is the strip between two parallel planes whose distance apart

is 8~m/2, -4*P\(interior K) is empty, and x and y are on opposite

sides of K.

Now consider the plane Pi which is parallel to boundary K and

bisects K. Since 5 is connected we can choose a point zE(SC\Pi).

Then distance (z, A *) è 8-™/4 > 7J>/96.

Since 7r(z) EZ, choose a line J in P such that 7 is a supporting line

of B at 7r(z). Then let P2 = inverse ir(7). Then P2 is a supporting plane

of A at z. But since A is the convex hull of A*, and distance (z, v4*)

>D/96, there exists a point wG(P2n^4*) such that \z— w\ >D/96.

Hence if r is the midpoint of the line segment from z to w, then

| r — z\ = | r — w\ >D/192. By the definition of D we have | r — s\ ^D

and | w — s\ ^D for all sG-<4. Supposing that Xi and X2 measure the

angles at r of the triangles (r, z, s) and (r, w, s) respectively, we have,

by the law of cosines,

D2 ê | z - 5 |2 = | r - s |2 + 7>2/1922 - (20/192) | r - 5 | cos (Xi),

D2 ^ | w - s\2 = \r - j|2 + 7>2/1922 - (2D/Í92) | r - s| cos (X2),

but   since   A"i   and   X2   are   supplementary,   we   have   cos   (X2)

= —cos (Xi), hence
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D2 = I r - s|2 + D2/36864,

'36863V'2 99,999

,000

/36863V'2 99,9
= D[-—)     <D—-

V36864/ 100, (

Since this is true for any sEA, we conclude by projecting into the

plane Pi that supl£s |ç-x| <7>(99,999/100,000), where q = ir(r),

and since r£P2 we have qEJ- Let Q be a half-disc of radius

7J>/100,000 and center q bounded by / and lying outside B. Then

supmGQtX(=B \m-x\ <7>(99,999/100,000)+7>/100,000=7J>. But since
we already have diameter B—D, this gives diameter (B\JQ)=D.

By the isodiametric inequality, we have L2(BVJQ) ^irD2/4. Hence

L2(B)+L2(Q)=irD2/4:, and since L2(Q) =irD2-10-10/2, we conclude

72(P)á0r7>2/4)(l-2-10-10).

4.7. Theorem. 0 < C¡(A') = (1 - 2 • 10-10)77^(4') < °o.

Proof. This follows from 3.2, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 4.2, 4.5, and 4.6.

5. The general case. Let k = n be positive integers. For each

bounded convex set BEEn, let M(B) be the supremum of Ln(S),

where 5 is an «-simplex contained in closure B, and let m(B) be the

infimum of Ln(I), where 7 is a closed rectangular parallelepiped

(whose faces are not necessarily parallel to the coordinate planes)

containing B. The fact that these extremal values are attained

simplifies the proofs which follow.

5.1. Lemma. If B is a bounded convex subset of En, then

m(B) = n\2n~1M(B).

Proof. By induction on «. If w = l, then m(B) = M(B)=Ln(B).

Given that the conclusion is true for E„_i, consider any bounded

convex set BEEn- Let S' be an (w — l)-simplex contained in closure B

which is such that Ln~1(S') is as large as possible. Let P be the

(n — l)-plane which contains S'. Let tt be the perpendicular projection

of E„ onto P. Let P'=7r(closure B). By identifying P with P„_i,

we can apply the inductive hypothesis to B', obtaining a rectangular

parallelepiped 7' and an («-l)-simplex S" such that S"ÇB'ÇZI'ÇZP

and L»-\I') ^(n-\)\2»-2L"-l(S").

Let S* be an (« — 1)-simplex spanned by some set X such that

A"Cclosure B, cardinal (X)^n, and ir(X) is the set of vertices of

S". Then Z,—»(5') =L"-i(S*) ^L-^S"), hence S'Çclosure B and 5'

satisfies Ln-\V) = («-1) !2"-2L"-1(5').

Let g = supi£s (distance (x, P)). Choose w£closure B such that

distance (w, P)=q. Let 5 be the «-simplex spanned by S'U{w},
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giving   SÇclosure   B   and   Ln(S) =(q/n)Ln~1(S'),   hence   L"-1(7')

^n\2n-2L»(S)/q.

Let I=(EX [distance (x, P) ^gjHinverse 7r(7')). Then 727?, I is

a closed rectangular parallelepiped, and L"(I)=2qLn~1(I'), hence

7,n(7) ^n\2n~1Ln(S). The conclusion then follows from the definitions

of m(B) and M(B).

5.2. Lemma. Suppose

1. k^n are positive integers,

2. f is a gauge whose domain is some subset of the set of all bounded

convex subsets of En, and there exists a finite positive number K such

that f(B)szKLk(S) whenever S is a k-simplex of En, SCZclosure B,

and B G domain/,

3. g is such a gauge that there exists a finite positive number N such

that given any rectangular parallelepiped IC.En such that s is the length

of the longest side of I, then there exists a set CQ.I such that diameter

C^N-sandg(B)^N-sk,

4. BEdomainf, e>0.

Then there exist Bi, ■ ■ ■ , BT such that

r r 2N

BÇU Bj,       £ g(B j) g — f(B) + e,
j-i ,_i k\K

and diameter B¡^ Nn112 diameter B for j = l, • ■ • ,r.

Proof. Choose a rectangular parallelepiped 7 such that 73closure

B and Ln(I) =w(closure B). For i= 1, ■ • • , » let c¿ be the length of

the edges of 7 which extend in the ith direction. Choose the order of

enumerating these directions in such a way that di ^ a2 ̂  • • • ̂  a*_i

è«*ê • • • èa„è0.

Case I. If ak = 0, then a¡ = 0 for j^k. Hence 7 is a degenerate

parallelepiped of dimension less than or equal to k—l. Choose an

integer s>a\/Ne. Then subdivide 7 into r=sk~1 rectangular parallele-

pipeds Ij such that each of their edges have length l/s times the

length of the corresponding edge of 7, hence for each j, there exists a

set Bj^Ij such that g(B¡)^N-(ai/s)k, hence

ZiiBùè-aiKe.
Í-1 5

Case II. If ak>0, then a<^aA>0 for l^i^k. Let ir be the per-

pendicular projection function which maps En onto a ¿-plane P

which contains a face 7' of 7 such that the edges of 7' have lengths

ai, • • • , ak. Let 7?' = 7r(closure7J). Then 7' is a rectangular parallele-
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piped of P containing B' such that Lk(I') is minimal, for other-

wise this would contradict the way in which 7 was chosen. Then

applying 5.1 we obtain a ¿-simplex S'QB' such that Lh(S')

= Lk(I')/(k\2k-i).

Choose a set XCclosure B such that cardinal (X)=n and t(X)

is the set of vertices of 5'. Then the ¿-simplex 5 spanned by X has

the property that

Lk(S) = Lk(S') è 7*(7')/(¿!2*-1) = oro,.ak/(k\2k~^).

Then since SÇclosure B, we have f(B)—K-ai.at/(¿!2*_1).

For i=i, • • • , k, let ri be the positive integer such that (r<— i)ak

<ai — riak. For each such *', rtak<2ai- Subdivide the parallelepiped

I' into r = rxr2.^rectangular parallelepipeds 7i, ■ • • , 7r such

that the ith edge of each parallelepiped I¡ has length a</r,^Oi. For

each j, let 4y = 7P\(inverse tt(I,)). Then for eachj, A¡ is a rectangular

parallelepiped whose longest edge has length at. Hence there exist

sets Bj=\Aj such that g(B¡) = Na\. Then

t k k

£,g(Bj) = r-Nak = NHnak á iV-2*]!«*
)'=1 »-1 i-l

N2kf(B)        2N
:f(B).

~ X(¿!2*-x)      k\K

5.3. Lemma. 7/1, 2, and 3 of 5.2 hold, F is generated by f, and G is

generated by g, then

k\K
F(A) >-G(A) whenever A C En.

2N ~

Proof. This follows from 3.2 and 5.2.

5.4. Definition. F is a convexly generated ¿-dimensional meas-

ure over En if and only if there exists a gauge / such that

(1) F is generated by/;

(2) Domain / is some subset of the set of all convex Borel subsets

of £„;

(3) There exists a finite positive number K such that/(S) 2; KLk(S)

whenever 5 is a ¿-simplex of E„, SÇclosure B, and PÇdomain/;

(4) There exists a finite positive number N such that whenever 7

is a rectangular parallelepiped in En such that s is the length of the

longest edge of 7, then there exists a set C27 such that diameter

C=Ns and f(C)^Nsk.
5.5. Remark. 77* and C\ are convexly generated ¿-dimensional

measures over En. Also sphere measure S » and Gillespie measure Ç„
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as defined by Federer [2, p. 122], together with several of the meas-

ures derived from other gauges suggested by Hausdorff [3], are

convexly generated ¿-dimensional measures.

5.6. Theorem. If (pi and (p2 are convexly generated k-dimensional

measures over En, then (pi is congruous to 4>2, and A is (pi measurable if

and only if A is <p2 measurable.

Proof. Apply 5.3 twice to obtain the congruity. The equivalence

of measurability follows from 2.3, 3.3, and 3.4.
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